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ABSTRACT

With modern day interest to continue the reduction of harmful emissions and improve the efficiency of combustion devices, the need to further improve upon accuracy and ability to describe combustive processes is of high value. Nowadays, multiple capable point (0D) and two-dimensional measurement (2D) techniques exist for flame investigation, however as combustion nearly always is a three-dimensional (3D) process some limitations do exist within many of these techniques. Therefore, the interest to find alternative ways to gather 3D volumetric information with both high temporal and spatial resolution has grown.

This work aims to develop and thereafter evaluate a tomographic technique able to acquire volumetric data from flames and thus put forward a proof of concept that can lay the foundation for future practical applications. Thus, potentially allow for volumetric flame data to be acquired from inside combustion devices with limited optical access.

The tomographic technique was built around the Additive Reconstruction Technique (ART) algorithm and was made to reconstruct both 2D and 3D synthetic flame models, the results were then studied and evaluated. Furthermore, the groundwork for an experimental setup using ten cameras was built to allow for future practical appliance of the tomographic technique in flames. This incorporated the evaluation of different cameras to find the most promising, that in turn would serve for the flame imaging. Finally, a calibration process to map each camera into the same coordinate system was performed to allow for future accurate data gathering.

The results showed that the method proposed in this work for reconstruction of 2D objects was successful, with complex objects of 200-by-200 pixel resolution being reconstructed using ten projection views. Likewise, the modifications made upon the 2D reconstruction, to allow for reconstruction of 3D objects using 2D projections, proved successful in this work. The results show that the interior intensity structure and outer shape was retained in the reconstruction of a 3D synthetic flame model with only minor aberrations present.

In the building of the experimental setup, ten acA1920-40gm-Basler-ace cameras were employed. The model was chosen due to possessing superior signal to noise ratio (SNR) performance than other evaluated models together with a higher resolution that could come of use in future work. The calibration method applied was evaluated to be successful with an individual mean reprojection error of around 0.5 pixels for every camera.
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INTRODUCTION

There is large interest for continued reduction of harmful emissions emitted from different combustion processes and the increase of the efficiency of such processes. To enable such improvements of combustion devices and to further work towards reduction of pollutants, laser-based combustion diagnostics is an important tool. It enables information gathering about important combustion characteristics due to its many non-intrusive methods.

It has long been of high value to study different kinds of flames and gaseous combustion flows using techniques such as two-dimensional (2D) Laser induced Fluorescence (LIF) and chemiluminescence measurements to gain access to information regarding species concentration, temperature, pressure, velocity and density at different flow field points [1-3]. Furthermore, other characteristics such as reaction zone studies, mixture fraction measurements and flame topography continue to be of equal interest of study [3].

However, most of these techniques are based around point (0D) or 2D measurements and thus there is a need to find a path towards full three-dimensional (3D) combustion measurements because combustion nearly always is a 3D process and often turbulent. 3D in situ measurements with high temporal and spatial resolution could give valuable information about combustion processes which normally would be hard to access. The results could potentially lead to computer modeling improvements or be applied to enable physical enhancement in combustion devices for example injector port or flame holder optimization [4,5].

Many modern 2D-techniques enables 3D-visualization of the measurement by merging data from multiple 2D-layer measurement as done in Planar laser induced fluorescence (PLIF) where the laser sheet is scanned through the probe volume and later reconstructed into a 3D-model. However, even if technical advancements have improved the techniques, enabling high repetition rate and spatial resolution of around 1 mm in some cases, there exist limitations which are hard to overcome, such as achieving sufficiently high resolution for all applications. Therefore, the desire for alternative ways to achieve volumetric information from LIF and flame diagnostics in general with even higher temporal and spatial resolution has been of high interest over a long time [3,6].

Due to inherent properties of flames such as transparency and emission of volumetric signals it is possible to perform tomographic reconstruction of flames. Where the volumetric signal could for example come from flame-luminescence, chemiluminescence or induced volumetric LIF-based measurements. The tomographic technique revolves around capturing the flames volumetric signal simultaneously by detectors at different viewing locations around the probe volume. The projection data gathered this way is then used in the tomographic reconstruction to produce a full 3D-model of the flame. When used with LIF, this method has previously been called Volumetric laser induced fluorescence (VLIF) or Computer Tomography of Chemiluminescence (CTC) for chemiluminescence measurements [3,4,7-9].

One of the advantages with using 3D-reconstruction from multiple views to produce the volumetric data is the possibility to achieve high temporal and spatial resolution as all data is gathered simultaneously, which previously has been hard to achieve [10]. Furthermore, when it comes to turbulent and unsteady flames the use of tomography reconstruction can possibly aid in the search for turbulent characteristics which are tied to the 3D properties of flames [4].
This work aims to provide a proof of concept for enabling tomographic measurements of flames and thus the reconstruction of 3D-data from multiple 2D-images by development of a computer code. The iterative computational method that will be utilized to perform the reconstruction is the Additive Reconstruction Technique (ART) algorithm. ART was chosen due to its applicability in the reconstruction problem, the generally fast solution convergence speed and the ability to incorporate a priori knowledge for future improvements to the technique. The algorithm will be applied on 2D- and 3D-model objects to evaluate potential in being utilized in tomographic reconstruction applications. Furthermore, a space-carving technique will likewise be applied in the 3D case to allow for further evaluation.

Moreover, the ground work for a laboratory setup, able to perform flame tomography studies was to be laid out to enable future practical application of the technique. This involved the selection of suitable machine vision cameras to enable the method to be utilized in applications with restricted physical space and optical access. Each of the cameras are tested for their individual signal to noise ratio (SNR) as well as their optical resolution when applied in this specific application. Finally, a camera calibration process that maps each individual camera to the same 3D-coordinate system will also be implemented to allow for the gathering of camera data.
THEROETICAL BACKGROUND

Tomography has been widely used since the 1970s in various fields such as seismology, industrial quality control and medicine, were imaging techniques such as Positron Emission Tomography (PET) and X-ray Computed Tomography have been leading the way.

Computer Tomography is based upon the measurements of many probe lines, referred to as a line integral, which travel through the object of study. Thereafter a reconstruction of the examined object can be made from the gathered projection data given by these integrals. The line measurements can be achieved in different ways depending on the nature of the experiment, measurements have been made using electron microscopes to enable reconstruction of molecular structures and data gathered from medical x-ray measurements have been used to reconstruct tissue images useful for medical evaluation. Other techniques based around measuring magnetic resonance, radioisotopes, different types of beam attenuation or optical phase differences are also viable sources of reconstruction data [11, 12].

Although mostly used to produce 2D distribution images, this technique can be expanded to provide 3D imaging data that is accurate and possibly non-intrusive depending on the measuring technique used. However, tomography requires the object of study to be transparent or sufficiently thin so that data can be collected throughout the object volume to enable the reconstruction in full three dimensions [5, 13].

Non-sooty flames are in general transparent for visible light and we can thus use the tomography approach to measure different quantity fields such as species concentration, temperature and density that are all integrated over a line of sight path. Reconstruction from flame luminosity alone should be possible as long as the flame has no soot, however effects such as self-absorption which possibly could affect the results needs to be considered [5].

Computer Tomography

The mathematical method of preforming Computer Tomography is based upon the solving of an inverse problem. In practice this is done by representing the continuous object space measured as a discrete scalar field which in turn can be estimated by evaluating distinct integral measurements which spans through the object space and are acquired at known geometrical angles and positions. Basically, the object is reconstructed using its geometrical projections acquired at various angles in the object space.

Nonetheless, some limitations to this technique exist due to the object space being estimated as a discrete scalar field and thus will be different from the true continuous field. However, these errors will be a function of the resolution and thus will decrease as the resolution of the reconstruction increases. The resolution is in turn heavily connected to the number of projections of the object that is available, a higher number of projections will enable a reconstruction of higher resolution [12, 13].
Projections and Object space

To enable a good understanding of the reconstruction method it is crucial that the terms projection and object space are well defined as they are at the core of the tomography technique. The object space defines the space (volume) which the object in world coordinates inhabits, basically the space measured. The term projection will here refer to a line integral that span through the object space, when multiple similar integrals are evaluated at a specific observation angle with reference to the object space they will together create a projection view \( q \). For the 2D-case a schematic illustration is shown in Figure 1 where two projections at different angles are taken of an object space containing two transparent cylindrical objects.

![Image of two projections at different views separated by an angle of two cylinder objects with different size. The cylinder objects lie within the object space and are represented by the function \( f(x,y) \).](image)

It can be seen in Figure 1 that the integrals constructing each respective projection view are visualized as parallel lines which in reality might not always be the case due to effects such as diffraction. Nonetheless, in such cases it is possible to incorporate a change of the projection geometry to account for variations or to enable diffractive energy sources such as ultrasound or microwaves to be used to produce the projections [12].
From this concept it is then possible to define a projection operator which will return the value of a single line integral taken through the continuous object space at a specific projection angle as

\[ b_{qp} = \int f(x,y)\,dA, \]  \hspace{1cm} (Equation 1)

where \( b_{qp} \) is the integral value of projection \( p \) on the view \( q \) and \( f(x,y) \) is the function that describes the object within the object space.

However, in this work an iterative method will be used to perform the reconstruction and thus it is of interest to discretize the continuous object space into a scalar field consisting of pixels. If the object space pixels then are vectorized and numbered by the single index \( i \) one can redefine the projection operator from Eq. (1) as a summation of the scalars lying on each linear projection path as

\[ b_{qp} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} Z_{qpi} f_i, \]  \hspace{1cm} (Equation 2)

where \( Z_{qpi} \) is the contribution of the object space pixel \( i \) to the projection \( p \) on the view \( q \), \( b_{qp} \) is the final value of the projection \( qp \) when summed over each object space pixel \( i \) and \( f_i \) denotes the constant value of the object \( f(x,y) \) within one object space pixel \( i \).

There are multiple ways to define the contribution \( Z_{qpi} \) but the method used depends on the type of projections utilized. Further on in this work every object pixel \( i \) will be divided into smaller subpixels which in turn will be projected to find how much of each object space pixel \( i \) contributes to each projection \( qp \). Different but similar ways have been used in works of others to define the contribution, for example one could look at the length of the intersection path of others [12-14].

The projection operator Eq. (2) is illustrated in Figure 2 where a projection \( qp \) is taken across an object space discretized into pixels. Each intersection between the projection and the pixels gives the individual pixel contribution \( Z_{qpi} \) to the full projection line \( qp \).

![Discretized Object Space](image)

*Figure 2* Discretized object space made up of \( N \) pixels. The contribution of a pixel \( Z_{qpi} \) to the full projection \( qp \) is the intersection of the pixel and the projection line.
Discretizing the object space and utilizing the projection operator from Eq. (2) makes it possible to express all projections for every view as a system of linear equations with the from $Ax = b$. The $A$ matrix expressed in Eq. (3) is generally referred to as the projection matrix as it contains the information to map the projections of object space pixels to their full projection line $qp$. Each column of the $A$ matrix represents a single object space pixel, thus each row of $A$ corresponds to the contribution from all object space pixels to a full projection line $qp$ throughout the object space. The values $Z_{qpi}$ in the matrix will be the weight of contribution from that respective object pixel to the full projection line. However, this matrix will generally be very large and because a single object space pixel usually only contributes to a few full projection lines this matrix will also be sparse [11, 12]. The $b$ column-vector in the equation system $Ax = b$ is the projection data gathered and the column containing the $f_N$ values is the solution vector $x$, namely the vector containing the values for the object space pixels [7]. If we define $M$ as the total number of projections $p$ from all different views $q$, the full linear equation system $Ax = b$ can be expressed as

$$
\begin{pmatrix}
  b_1 \\
  b_2 \\
  b_3 \\
  \vdots \\
  b_M
\end{pmatrix} =
\begin{pmatrix}
  Z_{11} & Z_{12} & Z_{13} & \cdots & Z_{1N} \\
  Z_{21} & Z_{22} & Z_{23} & \cdots & Z_{2N} \\
  Z_{31} & Z_{32} & Z_{33} & \cdots & Z_{3N} \\
  \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
  Z_{M1} & Z_{M2} & Z_{M3} & \cdots & Z_{MN}
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
  f_1 \\
  f_2 \\
  f_3 \\
  \vdots \\
  f_N
\end{pmatrix}
$$

where the left-hand column-vector $b$ contains the all measured projection values, the middle matrix is the projection matrix $A$ consisting of the contribution weights $Z_{qpi}$ for each object space pixel $i$ to the full projection line $p$ on view $q$. The right-hand column-vector containing the $f_N$ values is the solution vector $x$ and the value $M$ is the total number of projections.

### 3D Object Space and Projections

The object space is now in 3D as illustrated in Figure 3. Hence it can be discretized into a set of $N_i$ volumetric voxels with individual indices $i$ which differ from the previous case where the 2D object space was discretized into pixels. Furthermore, a view $q$ is now a set of 2D projections and can be thought of as a single camera image. In the 2D case the notation $p$ represented a single projection line originating from a view $q$. However, in this 3D case each view $q$ is composed of a set of 2D pixels $p$ with indices $n, m$ and therefore each pixel $p$ now represents a 2D projection onto a view $q$. Two different coordinate systems are present, the object space coordinates $x, y, z$ and the view coordinates $X, Y, Z$ where notably the $Z$-axis points along the projection direction.
In the same fashion as for the 2D case a projection matrix $A$ can be built for the 3D case and a linear equation system of the form $Ax = b$ can similarly be formed as shown earlier in Eq. (3). The difference is that $b_{qp}$ now is a measured 2D pixel projection and $Z_{qpi}$ now will be the weight contribution from the single 3D voxel $i$ to the projection $p$ on view $q$.

**Ill-posed problem**

However, one inherent difficulty with performing tomography on objects using projections to build an equation system this way, is that generally the problem will prove to be ill-posed. Normally having an ill-posed problems makes it highly likely that the projection matrix $A$ proves to be non-invertible, resulting in the inability to solve the system $Ax = b$ by computing the inverse $A^{-1}$ \cite{11, 15, 16}.

There are typically two different ways that causes a tomographic problem to be ill-posed. The first one is matrix rank-deficiency, in this case the number of variables is greater than the number of equations in the system thus enabling an infinite number of solutions \cite{17}. Secondly the equation system can be overdetermined, this means that the number of variables, which are given by the discretization of the continuous problem, is less than the number of available equations given by the projections resulting in the system having no solution. Sometimes, one can overcome these problems by looking for approximate solutions or applying constraints to the solution of the problem. These constraints can take the form of minimum or maximum value limitations, spatial restrictions or other applied regularization methods \cite{18}.
Algebraic Reconstruction Technique (ART)

ART is a series expansion method that can be used to solve linear equation systems of the form \( Ax = b \). The technique is based upon the Kaczmarz projection method [13, 19] and works by estimating the solution vector \( x \) given a camera image vector \( b \) that contains the measured projection values and the \( m \times n \) projection matrix \( A \). The technique is sometimes referred to as a row-action method because it advances by performing calculations on one row of the \( A \) matrix at a time and consecutively adding the results from each row to the solution vector \( x \) [11-13]

The iteration routine of ART is shown in Eq. (4), the method advances by computing the difference between value of the \( i \)-th row of the vector \( b \) and the inner product of the \( i \)-th row of the \( A \) matrix \( a_i \) and the current iteration’s \( k \) solution vector \( x_i^k \). The result is scaled by the norm of the row \( a_i \) then multiplied with that same row transposed into a column-vector and finally weighted with a relaxation parameter \( \lambda_k \). This routine is done for all rows \( a_i \) in \( A \) and consecutively added to the solution vector \( x \), generally a reasonable estimation of the solution can be reached with as few as ten iterations however more iterations tend to further improve the result [11, 16].

\[
x_i^{(k+1)} = x_i^k + \lambda_k \frac{b_i - \langle a_i, x_i^k \rangle}{\|a_i^2\|} a_i^T \quad i = k \mod (m + 1) ,
\]

(Equation 4)

where \( k \) is the number of iterations, \( m \) the number of rows in matrix \( A \), \( x_i \) is the \( i \)-th row of the estimated solution vector, \( b_i \) is the \( i \)-th of the measurement vector \( b \), \( a_i \) is the \( i \)-th row of \( A \) and \( \lambda_k \) is the specified relaxation parameter used for all iterations.

The relaxation parameter enables the method to be tuned towards better convergence and to lower the amount of noise in the reconstruction. However, the optimal relaxation value is difficult to determine as it depends on various factors such as noise in the projections [11]. The relaxation parameter was in this work set to constant but different values for the 2D and 3D reconstruction cases to enable better convergence and produce acceptable results. Nevertheless, improving the choice of this parameter could thus lead to even better results. ART also requires an initial guess of the solution vector \( x \) and because the algorithm has been shown to be insensitive to changes of initial vector [20], the zero-vector was used throughout this work.
Camera Matrixes

In the field of computer vision the mathematical representation of a camera's spatial position and physical characteristics such as focal length and principal point is often made using three different matrixes. These matrix representations are based on the pinhole camera model and use two different coordinate systems, world coordinates and camera coordinates (Figure 4). The world coordinates refer to the coordinate system in which the camera and the studied objects are located. The camera coordinates on the other hand refer to the coordinates of the camera image plane and thus can normally be understood as pixel coordinates. The pinhole camera is a commonly used camera model in computer vision, not only because of its simplicity but also its applicability. The model cannot handle all possible distortions but for high-quality cameras many of those effects can be neglected and the model performs satisfactorily [17, 21].

First, we have the extrinsic matrix which describes the camera's location in the world coordinate system. The extrinsic matrix is a 3-by-4 rigid transformation matrix, shown in Eq. (5), that is composed of a 3-by-3 rotation matrix $R$ making up the first three columns describing the camera rotation and a translation column-vector $t$ as the forth matrix column [17].

$$
Extrinsic \ Matrix \ [R; t]: \begin{bmatrix}
R_{1,1} & R_{1,2} & R_{1,3} & t_1 \\
R_{2,1} & R_{2,2} & R_{2,3} & t_2 \\
R_{3,1} & R_{3,2} & R_{3,3} & t_3
\end{bmatrix}, \quad (Equation \ 5)
$$

where $r_{n,m}$ are the rotation matrix elements and $t_n$ are the elements of the translation column-vector.

Secondly, we have the intrinsic matrix, shown in Eq. (6). The matrix is a 3-by-3 that contains the internal information of the camera such as the focal length, the point where the optical axis of the system intersects with the image plane named principal point and the skew between the x and y axis of the image [17].

$$
Intrinsic \ Matrix \ [K]: \begin{bmatrix}
f_x & s & c_x \\
0 & f_y & c_y \\
0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}, \quad f_x = F \cdot p_x \ and \ f_y = F \cdot p_y, \quad (Equation \ 6)
$$

where $F$ is the camera focal length in world-units (mm) and $[p_x, p_y]$ are the respective number of pixels per world unit. The values $[c_x, c_y]$ are the location of the principal point in pixels. The
skew between the x- and y-axis is given by the parameter $s$ and will be equal to 0 if the two axes are perpendicular to each other.

The third and final matrix is the so called camera matrix or projection matrix and is computed from the multiplication of the intrinsic matrix with the extrinsic matrix [17] as follows

$$\text{Camera Matrix} \quad [P] = [K] \times [R; t], \quad \text{(Equation 7)}$$

where $[K]$ is the intrinsic matrix, $[R; t]$ the extrinsic matrix and $[P]$ the resulting camera matrix.

The resulting 3-by-4 camera matrix can be used to transform three-dimensional world-coordinates into two-dimensional camera image coordinates, when both are expressed in homogeneous coordinates as

$$w \cdot [x \ y \ 1] = [P] \times [X \ Y \ Z \ 1], \quad \text{(Equation 8)}$$

where $[P]$ is the camera matrix, $[X \ Y \ Z \ 1]$ are the world point coordinates, $[x \ y \ 1]$ is the projected image point coordinates and $w$ is the scaling factor [17].

Sometimes resizing an image of an object in post-production can be of interest to reduce the data size when high resolution is not needed, in other words simulating a reduction of the camera-sensor resolution. However, this requires a modification of the camera projection matrix $[P]$ to prevent the image-coordinates of any imaged object ending up on the wrong pixel-coordinates on the camera sensor. This is done by applying a transform matrix $[T]$ to the intrinsic matrix $[K]$ that scales the intrinsic matrix with a factor of $2^n$ as shown in Eq. (9) and thereafter computing the now modified $[P]$.

$$[T] = \begin{bmatrix} 2^n & 0 & 2^{n-1} - 0.5 \\ 0 & 2^n & 2^{n-1} - 0.5 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix}, \quad [T] \times [K] = [K_{scaled}], \quad \text{(Equation 9)}$$

where $[T]$ is the transformation matrix for scaling the intrinsic matrix $[K]$ with a factor of $2^n$ and $[K_{scaled}]$ is the scaled intrinsic matrix. The skew $s$ is here assumed to be zero.

The subtraction of 0.5 from the pixel coordinate in Eq. (9) correctly shifts the pixel index according to the way image pixels are indexed. For instance, the center of the [0,0] pixel is not located at the coordinate [0,0] but instead at [0.5, 0.5] [17].
PRACTICAL WORK

Camera selection

The tomographic technique requires multiple views of the measured object and those can be achieved simultaneously by using multiple cameras. However, when building a tomographic setup for in situ measurements in a combustion device such as an engine the design must be considered when selecting cameras. Since the optical access ports of many combustion devices generally are quite small the size of the utilized cameras must be sufficiently small. Therefore, a wide search was performed to find cameras that were sufficiently small while still processing resolution around one up two megapixels to allow for good image reconstructions. Furthermore, as multiple cameras are generally needed in these setups and the economic aspect was also considered and non-expensive cameras with the potential to fulfill the requirements were prioritized in the search.

Four small machine vision cameras were eventually put forward from the wide search as candidates for use in the laboratory setup. They all fulfilled the criterions of size and resolution while still being an economical choice. Additionally, these cameras also possessed relatively short exposure times which is critical when it comes to reduce the flame movement within one frame and achieve images for reconstruction. The selected cameras are listed below in Table 1 with their respective manufacturer information.

Table 1 List of the selected camera candidates showing their respective sensor specifications, frame rate and quantum efficiency as specified by the manufacturer. The quantum efficiency shown was measured in compliance with the EMVA (European Machine Vision Association) 1288 standard [22, 23].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Sensor Type</th>
<th>Resolution (Pixels²)</th>
<th>Pixel Size (µm)</th>
<th>Sensor Size (mm)</th>
<th>Frame rate (Hz)</th>
<th>Quantum efficiency (EMVA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>acA1300-60gm - Basler ace</td>
<td>e2v EV76C560 CMOS</td>
<td>1282 × 1026</td>
<td>5.3 × 5.3</td>
<td>6.8 × 5.4</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>54.0 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acA1300-30gm - Basler ace</td>
<td>SONY ICX445AL CCD</td>
<td>1296 × 966</td>
<td>3.75 × 3.75</td>
<td>4.9 × 3.6</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>57.0 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acA640-300gm - Basler ace</td>
<td>PYTHON NOIP1SE0300A CMOS</td>
<td>640 × 480</td>
<td>4.8 × 4.8</td>
<td>3.1 × 2.3</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>54.0 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acA1920-40gm - Basler ace</td>
<td>SONY IMX249LLI-C CMOS</td>
<td>1936 ×1216</td>
<td>5.86 × 5.86</td>
<td>13.3 Diagonal</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>70.0 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The four selected cameras were intentionally chosen to possess different sensor sizes, sensor types and resolutions to enable a small overview of different camera types, such that the most suited one for this work could be selected. However, this poses some difficulty when it
comes to performing a justified comparison of the cameras as they are made inherently different. Therefore, they were evaluated by comparing their overall qualities mentioned above such as exposure time, quantum efficacy and frames per second (FPS). Two qualities which are necessary to enable a good and accurate reconstruction in the final experimental setup were experimentally evaluated, namely the signal to noise ratio (SNR) and the optical resolution.

**Signal to noise ratio**

The Signal to noise ratio (SNR) of each camera was compared by first imaging a premixed flame with all cameras at varying exposure times. These measurements were performed in a setup (Figure 5) that was made both structural and optically similar to the final tomographic setup to ensure usability of the test results. The setup consisted of a Bunsen burner producing a premixed methane flame at near stoichiometry, achieved using mass flow controllers. The flame luminosity was then imaged in turn by each respective camera at the same placement. The objective used for the imaging was a Nikon NIKKOR-O lens with a focal length of 35mm and an aperture number of f/2, the aperture of the objective was kept fully opened.

The distance of 680 mm between the camera lens and the center of the burner was chosen so that the whole premixed methane flame could be covered by the smallest sensor’s field of view, present on the acA640-300gm model, thus enabling all cameras to fully cover the whole flame.

![Figure 5 Schematic overview of the experimental setup used during the camera evaluation. The lens used was a 35mm focal length Nikon with an aperture number of f/2. The distance between the camera lens and the burner center was 680mm.](image)

The SNR can generally be defined as the ratio between the signal power and the power of the Gaussian distributed noise within a measurement [24], as follows

$$SNR = \frac{P_S}{P_N},$$

(Equation 10)

where $P_S$ is the signal power and $P_N$ is the noise power.
The SNR of each camera was determined by comparing the standard deviation of non-background areas with homogeneous signal intensities to averaged peak signals within images taken by each individual camera of the methane flame [25]. The selection of the intensity regions is illustrated in Figure 6 displaying where the signals were acquired, the homogeneous signal area is represented by the blue square and the later averaged peak signals are taken from the flame front indicated by the green arrows.

*Figure 6* Selection of intensity regions for SNR evaluation. The non-background homogeneous signals are indicated by the blue square region, and the non-saturated high intensity signals were taken from the flame front, indicated by the green arrows.

For each camera several images were captured with different exposure times, this was done to enable a comparison of the cameras SNR levels over a range of exposure times, spanning from 5000 µs down to 80 µs shown in Figure 7.
The results in Figure 7, shows that all four cameras as expected display SNR values which are low at the shorter and more applicable exposure times at around 100 µs. However, the acA1920-40gm camera and acA1300-30gm still had almost double the SNR compared to the other two models at those short exposure times.

Furthermore, at increasing exposure times the acA1920-40gm was the camera model which showed best performance over the tested exposure time region with the two models acA1300-60gm and acA640-300gm following close behind. The model with the lowest SNR values was the acA1300-30gm, nonetheless its performance was equal to the two previously mentioned models at low exposure times of around 500 µs to 1000 µs and even proved to be superior at even lower exposure times.

The errors in this comparison are expected to be small due to the stability of the setup, however the possibility of small deviations in the distance between each of the cameras and the flame on the scale of mm’s is present. However multiple measurements were performed, and the individual results compared very well to each other. Furthermore, it must be understood that in theory all four cameras should work just fine for use in the 3D tomography setup. The goal of this evaluation is to find the camera which has the best performance potential in such a setup and less about how each of the cameras compare to each other in detail.
Optical Resolution

The difference in optical resolution between the four cameras was evaluated by finding the maximum spatial frequency that each of the cameras could reproduce while using the same optics. Spatial frequency is the frequency of which a sinusoidal component of the Fourier transform of the transported image repeats itself per unit of distance, the higher frequencies will then give the sharp details. Thus the maximum spatial frequency will correspond to the maximum resolution the optical system is able to reproduce [26].

The maximum spatial frequency was determined by imaging a resolution test target (NBS 1963A) with each camera, seen in Figure 8. The target was placed at the same distance of 680mm from the objective as in the previously performed SNR evaluation. The resolution target consists of multiple different sets of five lines which have different line frequencies, this gives the possibility to determine the maximum spatial frequency (cycles/mm) that can be transported by each respective camera when coupled to the same optics [26].

![Figure 8 The NBS 1963A resolution target used to determine the highest spatial frequency each camera could resolve when using the same Nikon 35mm focal length and f/2 aperture sized objective.](image)

The evaluation was performed by measuring pixel rows across decreasingly spaced line sets corresponding to different spatial frequencies on the resolution target image of each camera. This was done until all five peaks, corresponding to the five lines, could no longer be resolved on the crossing pixel row. The results can be seen in Figure 9 where each intensity peak represents a bright line on the target image.
The results in Figure 9 shows that the resolution of the system is very similar between the different camera models. However, it is observed that the acA1920-40gm was unable to resolve all five of the line peaks at a spatial frequency of 5.0 cycles/mm which would indicate a resolution limit of the system while using that camera and lens combination. It must be noted however that the comparison of resolution is not complete fair as the evaluation distance was kept constant and that the cameras pose vastly different maximum resolutions and pixel sizes. These aspects are the reason for the intensity and x-axis length being different between the cameras. Therefore, it must be said that the model acA1920-40gm should be able to resolve much higher resolutions if it was moved closer to the target. Furthermore, the resolutions achieved with all cameras are beyond what will be utilized for this tomography reconstruction due to limitations of the computational process but could be of much use in future work. It must also be taken into account that small potential errors in alignment distance between the target and objective will affect this resolution test.

Following these results, the acA1920-40gm camera model was chosen to be used in the 3D tomography setup further on in this work. Due to showing adequate results in the both the SNR and resolution evaluation. Furthermore, the higher resolution of the sensor could potentially allow for higher resolution in future 3D reconstructions where the environment and optics are different.

*Figure 9* Resolution evaluation of the four camera models at a spatial frequency of 5.0 cycles/mm. The images show that all cameras except acA1920-40gm are able to resolve all of the five peaks in the line set.
2D Model Reconstruction

To understand and evaluate the process of the chosen reconstruction method some simple reconstruction tests were first performed on 2D-objects composed of synthetic data. Hence, the location of the object data values was known enabling the reconstructed image to be compared to the original.

Firstly, a very simple 4-by-4 pixel object was created, seen in Figure 10, the structure of the image was chosen to have a zero-intensity region in the middle to better visualize the tomographic concept.

![Original Object](image)

*Figure 10* 4-by-4 pixel 2D-object with an intensity range from zero up to six and constructed to have a zero-intensity region inside.

Two views at a 90° angle difference, one from the right and the other from the bottom were used to reconstruct the object. Each view was created as the summation of the objects pixel intensity along the view path. The right view summed the rows of the object and the bottom view summed the columns as

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{View Right} & : 1 = I_{11} + I_{12} + I_{13} + I_{14} \\
\text{View Right} & : 2 = I_{21} + I_{22} + I_{23} + I_{24} \\
\vdots & : \vdots + \vdots + \vdots + \vdots \\
\text{View Right} & : 4 = I_{41} + I_{42} + I_{43} + I_{44} \\
\text{View Bottom} & : 1 = I_{11} + I_{21} + I_{31} + I_{41} \\
\vdots & : \vdots + \vdots + \vdots + \vdots \\
\text{View Bottom} & : 4 = I_{14} + I_{24} + I_{34} + I_{44} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Equation 10

where \(I_{ii}\) is the intensity of a row-column indexed object pixel. The four pixels in the right view is made from the summation of the four rows. Similarly, the pixels in the bottom view is made up from the summation of the four columns.

Having these projection views, a linear equation system can be formed as shown in Eq. (3). Due to the small size and simple nature of this system, an inbuilt Matlab function *mldivide* for solving linear systems of the form \(Ax = b\) for \(x\) was used. The function *mldivide* is versatile and choses from a variety of linear equation solvers to enable speed optimization based on symmetry and how sparse the matrixes are, the function was incorporated in the Matlab R2018a version [27]. A reconstruction was also performed using a constraint to have pixels close to each other have their values to be of similar intensity as a test to try to remedy the ill-posed posed equation system allowing for better solution [17, 18].

Thereafter a more advanced 8-by-8 pixel object, seen in Figure 11, was created with a zero-intensity region located in the middle and corners of the object. The structure was
intentionally made similar to the previously reconstructed 4-by-4 pixel object. Seven projections were used for this reconstruction and were recorded at angles between 0° and 160° around the object.

Figure 11 8-by-8pixel 2D object with an intensity range from zero up to 5 and constructed to have a zero-intensity region inside.

Due to the more complex nature of this object, the effect of adding more projection views could be evaluated. However, the projection views now needed to be acquired at multiple different angles and therefore a more advanced method to construct the projections was implemented.

Figure 12 Projection method used to allocate each object pixels contribution onto the projection view. Each object pixel was divided into four smaller subpixels that were individually projected onto the projection view. The contribution of one subpixel was distributed evenly into the two closest projection bins to their projection location.

The method was based around dividing each pixel of the object into four smaller subpixels and thereafter projecting each subpixel onto every projection view as illustrated in Figure 12. The projection line originates from the subpixel centers and their contribution is divided proportionally between the two closest bins to the projection intersection on the projection view. If the projection line intersects exactly at the boundary between two bins the contribution of the subpixel is evenly divided into the two bins. Furthermore, if the projection line intersects in the middle of a bin that bin receives the full contribution of the sub pixel which equals one fourth of the corresponding image pixel [28, 29]. This method was implemented with help of the
Radon Matlab function [30] to achieve every object pixel’s contribution to the different projection views.

In the same manner as in the reconstruction of the smaller 4-by-4 pixel object, the problem was constructed as a linear equation system. By virtue of the 8-by-8 pixel object still being small and thus giving a small projection matrix $A$, the problem was once again solved using the \textit{mldivide} Matlab function R2018a [27].

The final 2D object to be reconstructed was a 200-by-200 pixel object (Figure 13) of a 2D synthesized flame utilizing the same projection method applied on the previous 8-by-8 pixel object. The number of projection views was now increased to 10 and they were recorded at angles between $0^\circ$ and $160^\circ$.

To solve the now larger linear equation system and impose a constraint of only accepting non-negative solution values the ART algorithm shown in Eq. (4) was implemented using parts of the \textit{AIR Tools II} Matlab toolbox [31]. The relaxation parameter $\lambda_k$ was at the beginning set constant equal to one as it proved to give an adequate reconstruction result and the initial guess of the solution vector $x$ was put to equal the zero-vector. To further evaluate the method, different numbers of iterations was used and the value for the relaxation parameter was eventually changed, giving a view into the effects of these variables.

![ORIGINAL](image)

\textit{Figure 13} 200-by-200 pixel 2D synthesized turbulent flame object with an intensity range from zero up to 210.

3D Model Reconstruction

To enable the transfer of the tomographic technique used in the 2D case into also working in 3D and to assess the techniques performance a 3D flame model was created. Having such a model permits the resulting reconstruction to be adequately compared to a known solution. However, before the tomography method was implemented another technique called Space Carving was performed on the flame model to evaluate the projection technique used in the tomographic reconstruction.

The 3D model of a premixed Bunsen burner flame was constructed in the open source 3D creation suite Blender [32]. The model was created to be stationary in a 3D environment where virtual cameras could be rotated $360^\circ$ around the flame to enable projection images to be captured at certain angle intervals as seen in Figure 14. The flame was made to be transparent and also to emit light similar to the chemiluminescence of a Bunsen flame.
For both the space carving and tomographic reconstruction eight projection images at different positions around the flame were used. They were acquired using the monochrome virtual cameras with a full resolution of 1920-by-1080 pixels. Each virtual camera was placed on a plane slightly above the flame object on a circular trajectory extending 360° around the burner looking down. The eight projection images were acquired by the virtual cameras at positions of 0°, 60°, 90°, 150°, 190°, 220°, 280° and 310° around the circular trajectory, due to the elevation of the camera position plane each camera was granted a 45° downward view of the flame.

In Figure 14 monochrome projection images of the flame model acquired by a virtual camera can be seen. Each projection image only contains the luminosity from the flame to simulate the images being acquired in a completely dark room free from interfering light.

A python script was written to produce the intrinsic matrix \([K]\) Eq. (5) and the extrinsic matrix \([R; t]\) Eq. (6) for each virtual camera in the Blender 3D suite. The matrixes were extracted at every imaging position along the circular trajectory around the flame and thereafter each camera’s projection matrix \([P]\), was calculated using Eq. (7).

![Figure 14](image1.png)

*Figure 14* Images of the created static Bunsen flame model. These two images were acquired at positions located at equal distance around the flame center, separated by an angle of 150°.

![Figure 15](image2.png)

*Figure 15* Monochrome projection image of the flame acquired by a virtual camera in Blender. Only the luminosity of the flame is made to show during the data acquisition.
Space Carving

Space carving is the technique of utilizing multiple images of an object taken at different positions to compute back the shape of the object in 3D and sometimes even the surface texture [33]. The technique is a simpler form of tomography in the sense that both techniques discretize the object-space into voxels and produce a 3D object using projections. However, in contrast to tomography where the whole interior structure is recovered only the outer shape is recovered in the space carving technique. The technique works by carving away non-object voxels by use of projection images and thus leaving the discretized space to only accommodate the 3D object [34].

Considering that only the exterior surface is of interest when using the technique, the projection images Figure 15, can be simplified into binary images to reduce data size and to simplify the carving process. This is done by giving every image pixel with any flame intensity the value of one and all the other pixels with no intensity the value of zero, the resulting binary image of the Bunsen flame is shown in Figure 16.

![Figure 16 Projection image of the Bunsen flame turned into a binary image, all values where the intensity is not zero has been set to equal one, the rest are set to equal zero.](image)

The object space was discretized into 160x160x320 voxels and each voxel was projected onto all the eight virtual camera views using their respective 3D-world coordinate and Eq. (8). Because the projection images now were binary, every voxel projected onto an image pixel with value zero could be removed and only voxels projected onto image pixels with value one was kept. The resulting voxel space then contained the 3D outer shape of the imaged Bunsen flame.

Due to the high resolution of the projection images, the data became quite large, to save memory and speed up the process the images were scaled down to 960-by-540pixels. The image resizing was done in post-processing using bicubic interpolation which gives the output pixel a weighted average of the pixels in the closest 4-by-4 adjoining area. This was implemented using the Matlab function Imresize [35]. Reducing the size of the images required the intrinsic matrix \([K]\) to be modified to account for the size change. This was performed using the transformation shown in Eq. (9) with \(n\) equal to -1, yielding a scaling factor of 0.50.
Tomography

The tomographic reconstruction was performed employing the same eight virtual cameras and their respective camera matrixes used in the previous space carving technique. However, now the unmodified projection images, shown in Figure 15, were used as the data input instead of binary images.

Due to a limitation in the code that computed the camera matrixes for the virtual cameras, the resolution of the acquired images was fixed at 1920-by-1080 pixels. The images were thus later resized down to 480-by-270 pixels to reduce memory usage and to speed up the computational process, in the same way as for the space carving technique using the Matlab function *Imresize* [35]. The camera matrixes were likewise transformed to account for the change in image size using Eq. (9) with \( n \) equal to -2 to yield a scaling factor of 0.25.

The object space was discretized into 10-by-10-by-20 voxels and every voxel’s 3D-world coordinate was then projected onto each of the eight camera views using Eq. (8). The low number of voxels was chosen due to an inefficiency in the way the full reconstruction algorithm stored the now very large projection matrix \([A]\), preventing the use of more voxels at this point. Thereafter, the projection matrix \([A]\) was built containing all the voxel contributions to each projection view pixel. The data column \(b\) was built by column stacking each of the projection images and consequently the linear equations system could be formed according to Eq. (3).

The equation system was solved using the ART algorithm shown in Eq. (4) which was implemented using parts of the *AIR Tools II* Matlab toolbox [31]. The minimum accepted solution value was set to zero thus preventing negative solutions and adding one constraint to the system. The zero vector was used as the initial guess for the solution vector and the relaxation parameter was set to equal 0.001, which has proven to be successful in other works applying ART for 3D tomographic reconstruction [18, 36].
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The purpose of building the experimental setup was to start a process to allow for the tomographic technique described in this work to eventually be made applicable experimentally. The setup was built using ten machine vision cameras of the previously selected model acA1920-40gm. The object chosen for visualization was a premixed methane flame produced by a Bunsen burner together with a mass flow controller. This kind of flame was chosen due to its potential of showcasing the tomographic technique by having a flame front that creates a shell-like intensity structure that should be possible to reconstruct.

A schematic overview of the setup is showcased in Figure 17 and an image can be seen in Figure 18. The ten machine vision cameras were arranged in an array located on the same plane on a semi-circle around the Bunsen burner to allow images to be acquired at different angles. Each camera was connected using a Cat-5e ethernet cable to a 16-port switch (EdgeSwitch ES-16-150W) with power over ethernet (PoE) capabilities to handle both data transfer and power supply.

![Camera-array](image)

*Figure 17 Schematic view of the experimental setup containing the camera-array, Bunsen burner, ethernet-switch, computer and trigger source.*

The cameras general purpose I/O (GPIO) line was likewise connected to a pulse generator (9514PLUS) using Hirose (HR10A-7P-6S) cables. The generator produced a 5V pulse at command and each camera was set to acquire a single frame at the rising edge of the pulse.
Ten Nikon-AI lenses with a focal length of 28mm and a maximum aperture size of 2.8 were used for the camera array. These lenses were chosen due to their optical quality, their larger aperture size compared to other similar models allowing for collection of more signal and their low cost. The use of F-mount to C-mount adapters (Fotodiox:NikF-C-Pro) made these lenses fit on the cameras and because no size restriction was placed in the experimental setup the lenses being larger than the cameras themselves applied no hindrance.

The finalized setup was tested by acquiring multiple simultaneous images of the premixed Bunsen flame from all ten cameras.

**Camera Calibration**

The experimental implementation of tomographic reconstruction requires the spatial orientation and location of every camera used to be known with sufficient accuracy. However, performing manual measurements and acquiring sufficiently good results are quite difficult and impractical especially in setups where multiple cameras are being used. Therefore, an automatic method to register multiple camera positions and their orientation is of interest to allow for more arbitrary camera placement around the studied object.

Projected geometry is a method used in computer vision to describe imaged objects based on images acquired of that object, it also allows for the determination of camera locations together with their intrinsic parameters [37]. Therefore, a computer vision method was tried when performing the camera registration. Computer vision can utilize image feature detection to produce both the extrinsic (Eq. 5) and intrinsic (Eq. 6) camera matrixes and thus acquiring the camera matrix (Eq. 7). This process is generally called camera calibration and allows for the mapping of coordinates from the 3D object domain to the 2D images of each camera employed in the setup. Normally, these calibration techniques utilize a 2D calibration target made with specific features such as checkerboard or a board with points to allow for simpler feature detection. However, techniques exist that either use features on the actual object imaged to calibrate or use three dimensional targets such as diode structures [38-40].

In this work the camera calibration was implemented using the *camera calibrator* functions that are part of the Computer Vision System Toolbox for Matlab R2018a [41]. The calibration methods utilized in this toolbox are based on the work of Zhang [42]. Employing such an automatic method compared to manual, generally yields faster calibration times and enables the calibration to be performed more easily in complex geometric structures which is desired. This specific toolbox utilizes a calibration object in the shape of a checkerboard with
alternating black and white square boxes. The pattern has different numbers of boxes in the x and y direction to enable orientation and the normal to the checkerboard plane denotes the z direction.

The calibration process was in this work performed in three consecutive steps. Firstly, multiple simultaneous images of the calibration target were acquired by each camera in the setup. The target was moved slightly within the object volume in-between each frame such that multiple different images were acquired, one such image example is shown in Figure 19. The method recommends the use of 15 images or more which are acquired at different orientations and angles while being spread across the camera image. Therefore, approximately 90 such images were acquired for each camera to enable better results.

Thereafter, each camera was calibrated and its camera matrix and parameters were calculated. However, it should be noted that not all calibration images could be used in every camera calibration as images where all corners of the checkerboard could not be identified, due to rotation or the pattern being out of view for that specific camera, were discarded. This was done because the technique required all corners to be detectable in order to perform the calibrations. Finally, all ten cameras were spatially linked together by mapping each camera to a common calibration image where the checkerboard was placed at the flame position while being clearly visible in the images from all cameras. This enabled the extrinsic, intrinsic matrix and camera matrix to be computed and thus marked the completion of the camera calibration process.

Figure 19 Example of a calibration image with a checkerboard target.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION

2D Model Reconstruction

The goal of the tomographic reconstructions of 2D models was to demonstrate the tomographic technique and showcase some of the difficulties that apply when solving ill-posed problems. Furthermore, testing the ART algorithm on the simpler 2D case could possibly allow for a smoother transition into 3D.

The results from the initial tomographic reconstruction of the 4-by-4 pixel object without any restriction applied can be seen to the right in Figure 20. This unsatisfactory result showcases some of the difficulties that comes with solving ill-posed problems. The distorted reconstruction is most likely a result of the multiple solutions available to the equation system, when the problem is ill-posed, uses only two projection views and have no applied constraints. Additionally, one can notice the reconstructed image having pixels with negative intensity values, these are not physically possible but as no constraints have been applied preventing this, it becomes a computationally valid solution.

The second reconstruction had a constraint applied that forced nearby pixels to have similar intensity values and the resulting reconstruction can be seen in Figure 21. By applying the constraint, the general shape of the object could be recovered. However, such a constraint is not optimal for such a small 2D object with very large gradients, nevertheless the added constrain does slightly enhance the reconstruction towards the original shape. The existence of multiple solutions to the equation system is most likely the main cause for the result being unsatisfactory. By applying more projections and constraints into the reconstruction method the result is expected to improve further.

![Original Object](image1)

![Reconstructed Object](image2)

*Figure 20* 4-by-4 pixel object to the left and the first reconstruction to the right. The reconstruction was made using two projections orthogonal to each other and no applied constraints.

![Reconstructed Object with Constraint](image3)

*Figure 21* Second reconstruction of the 4-by-4 pixel object. The constraint of forcing nearby pixels to have similar values was applied.
The reconstruction of the 8-by-8 pixel object by the ART algorithm can be seen in Figure 22. The positive effect of using a more advanced projection method that allows the utilization of seven projection views is immediately apparent. The reconstructed object without any constraints applied on the solution vector was shown to be not so different from the original, only displaying some minor deviating features.

![Original Object vs Reconstructed Object](image)

*Figure 22* The 8-by-8 pixel object constructed using ART with no constraints and seven projection views to the right compared to the original object to the left.

The result (Figure 22) shows that the main features and overall structure of the object, including the zero-intensity region at the center, has been captured by the reconstruction. However, some small divergences from the original image in the form of intensity value differences can be noticed in the red and orange region surrounding the zero-intensity region in the center. However, when computing the absolute difference between the two images (Figure 23) the intensity difference is noted to be on the order of $10^{-12}$ thus making the result fairly respectable.

![Absolute Difference](image)

*Figure 23* The absolute difference in pixel intensity between the original and reconstructed 8x8 pixel object.

The resulting reconstruction of the 200-by-200 pixel synthetic flame object using ten projection views can be seen in Figure 24. The relaxation parameter $\lambda$ was set to equal one, ten iterations $k$ were used and a constraint of accepting no solution values below zero was applied. Comparing the reconstruction to the original shows that the overall shape has been retained as well as the general locations of intensity. Important to note however are the straight lines that crosses the reconstructed image at certain angles. These image aberrations are most likely originating from the projection geometry used and perhaps by applying more projection views at different angles one can reduce their presence.
It is of further interest to compare the results of the initial ART reconstruction (Figure 24) with another reconstruction where the relaxation parameter and iteration number has been changed. The second reconstruction (Figure 25) used the same projection geometry, however it had a lower relaxation parameter of 0.01 and a higher iteration number of 200 than the initial reconstruction.

Both reconstructions are similar and exhibit almost identical image aberrations which further suggests the projection geometry being the source of them. Nevertheless, some differences are present, one is the less defined shape in the second reconstruction indicated in the blue box in Figure 25, thus resulting in regions having intensity which in reality should have none.

This comparison improves the understanding of the variables used in the reconstruction and their importance when it comes to finding a solution. More importantly however, it also illustrates the difficulty of choosing the ART parameters to provide an acceptable solution.
3D Model Reconstruction

The goal of performing tomographic reconstruction of a 3D model flame was to showcase the previous 2D tomographic technique when modified to work in 3D environments and thus act as a proof of concept for the applicability of the technique in experiments. The initial space carving was performed to evaluate the projection geometry used in the 3D tomographic technique and its ability to capture the outer shape of the flame.

Space Carving

The space carving at increasing voxel resolution (Figure 26) was performed using eight camera views originating from virtual cameras surrounding the model flame in the Blender suite. The resolution of the projection images used was 960-by-540 pixels and the voxel space which was projected and thereafter carved had a size increasing from 20x20x40 up to 160x160x320 of cubic voxels.

![Space Carving Diagram](image)

*Figure 26* Three resulting space carvings of the flame model at increasing resolution from left to right. The left carving has a resolution of 20x20x40 voxels, the middle 40x40x80 voxels and the right 160x160x320 voxels.

The resulting 3D space carvings (Figure 26) shows a clear visualization of the flame shape, thus indicating that the projection geometry of eight cameras together with a projection image resolution of 960-by-540 pixels is sufficient to capture the outer structure of the flame. Even at the lower resolution of 20x20x40 voxels, the general shape is captured thus leading to the conclusion that this projection geometry should be sufficient for the tomographic technique.

It is of interest to note that this technique requires no large matrixes to be stored except the voxel grid itself. Therefore, less memory storage was needed than in the tomographic reconstruction method thus providing the possibility to utilize a higher voxel resolution without any need for storage optimization.
Tomography

The tomographic reconstruction was performed using ART together with the same eight projection views used for the previous space carving technique. The resolution of the projection images was set to 480-by-270 pixels and an iteration number $k$ of ten together with a relaxation parameter $\lambda$ set to 0.001 were applied. The resulting 3D tomographic reconstruction had a final spatial resolution of 10x10x20 voxels and can be seen in Figure 27, the low resolution was due to variable storage limitations in the coding structure. The intensity of the reconstruction is scaled between 0 up to 0.13 and a few iso-surfaces are show in Figure 27 at increasing intensity values using the Matlab function `isosurface` [43] to allow the tomographic properties of the reconstruction to be showcased.

*Figure 27* Tomographic reconstruction results. The images are iso-surfaces corresponding to their scaled intensity, starting from the lowest intensity 0.05 at the top left up to the highest at the bottom right 0.10.
The 3D flame model was constructed in such a way that the intensity would be highest in the flame core and gradually decrease further away thus having a non-realistic flame structure without any flame front present. This is verified by the reconstruction (Figure 27) as surfaces corresponding to higher intensity are smaller compared with those of lower intensity and are located closer to the center of the flame.

The general structure of the modeled flame is seen to be captured by the reconstruction, however the rough surfaces are expected to be smoother and the higher intensity surfaces of 0.08-0.09 display distortions at the top of their structure. These aberrations are most likely caused by the utilization of too few voxels which prevents a full visualization of the flame and its features in the given space. Furthermore, the low number of voxels yields few columns in the \([A]\) matrix possible resulting in a more ill-posed equation system to solve and thus less good solution. This problem is most likely removed by reconstruction the flame using a higher voxel resolution together with adding more projection views. However, this could currently not be performed, due to a limitation in the coding structure regarding memory usage, which has to be rewritten.

A vertical slice taken in the middle of the reconstructed volume is shown in Figure 28. The intensity can be seen to steadily increase as the distance to the flame core decreases, this is excepted as the 3D flame was created to possess such a structure. However, uncertainties are still present as the surface shapes are rough and uneven at locations through the volume making it hard to accurately determine the locations of specific intensity values.

This result stands as a proof of concept for the 3D tomographic technique applied. Possible future improvements upon this approach would be to modify the data handling and storage in the coding structure to allow for larger projection matrixes \([A]\). This would enable the use of reconstruction spaces discretized into higher voxel resolutions as well as the addition of more projection images with higher resolution. This is expected to allow for better study of limitations and uncertainties for the technique.

*Figure 28 Vertical slice of the tomographic reconstruction. The intensity is observed to increase with a decrease of the distance to the flame core.*
Experimental Results

The goal for the construction of an experimental setup and calibrating the camera array of ten cameras was to lay the foundation for a future practical application of the tomographic technique on flames. One requirement for such a setup was to have the ability to image flames with as short exposure time as possible such to freeze the flame movement while at the same time having enough intensity signal to perform a tomographic reconstruction. In Figure 29, two images of the premixed methane flame acquired by one acA1920-40gm-Basler ace camera in the experimental setup are shown. The images were acquired at 3000µs and 40µs, respectively.

![Figure 29 Two images of the premixed methane flame acquired by one of the cameras in the experimental setup. The left image is acquired at an exposure time of 3000µs and the right at 40µs.](image)

This result shows that the signal decreases quite drastically at the shorter exposure time of 40 µs as expected, nevertheless the signal should be enough to complete a tomographic reconstruction. However, some image post-processing, such as noise removal, on the short exposure time images will be crucial for the implementation of tomographic reconstruction.

The second part was to perform a calibration of the camera array in the setup as outlined earlier. The calibration result for each individual camera was investigated by computing their projection error.

The reprojection error is here defined as the difference between the projected 3D point of a checkerboard corner using the computed camera matrix from the calibration and that same corner point initially detected using feature detection. The position of these two points should ideally be identically placed on the camera image, however if they are not the deviation from each other is given in pixels. This gives a measurement on the accuracy of the computed camera parameter and the resulting camera matrix that projects 3D world coordinates into 2D camera image coordinates. The reprojection result from camera one in the experimental setup can be seen in Figure 30. The results shown are the mean reprojection errors for each individual calibration image acquired by that camera during the calibration process together with the overall mean for all images.
The overall reprojection error for every camera in the experimental setup can be seen in Table 2. The error for each camera’s calibration can be seen to be around 0.5 pixels, some slightly below and others above. The small error variance between the cameras is most likely based upon the number of images each camera could use for calibration. Because the calibration target was moved to random positions within the object space of the burner during the calibration process the number of accepted calibration images for each camera did vary. The cameras could not use images where the calibration target was rotated to much or not being completely in the field of view resulting in the inability to detect the corners of the checkerboard boxes. This left each camera with a varying number of calibration images between 55 up to 80 out of the total 90 acquired.

Table 2 Mean reprojection error in pixel values from all ten cameras in the experimental setup, the cameras are identified by their respective numbers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cam 1</th>
<th>Cam 2</th>
<th>Cam 3</th>
<th>Cam 4</th>
<th>Cam 5</th>
<th>Cam 6</th>
<th>Cam 7</th>
<th>Cam 8</th>
<th>Cam 9</th>
<th>Cam 10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.49 pixels</td>
<td>0.48 pixels</td>
<td>0.48 pixels</td>
<td>0.48 pixels</td>
<td>0.53 pixels</td>
<td>0.53 pixels</td>
<td>0.53 pixels</td>
<td>0.53 pixels</td>
<td>0.56 pixels</td>
<td>0.54 pixels</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All camera locations with respect to each other and the burner were computed by mapping the calibrated cameras to one checkerboard placed at the burner location in such a way that it was clearly visible to all ten cameras. This image then defined the 3D space used to plot the cameras and the result is shown in Figure 31. It should be noted that this way of mapping the cameras using a single flat calibration target needed to be visible for all cameras do not allow for a full 360° camera placement around the target. This does not impact this setup, but it could be of interest for possible future work calibrating cameras for measuring inside combustion devices.

Figure 30 Mean reprojection error for every calibration image from camera one. The overall mean error for this camera calibration was calculated to be 0.49 pixels.
The achieved position results were not completely satisfying and even though approximate camera locations were acquired the necessary accuracy for a tomographic application was not achieved. The result in Figure 31 shows disturbances in many of the calculated camera locations, most notably for camera 9. These disturbances could be related to the fact that a single calibration image was used to map all the cameras into the same coordinate system and thus the quality of that specific image plays an important role when it comes to accuracy. However, one would then expect the positioning of cameras 4, 5, 6, 7, which all have clear frontal views of the calibration target, to show less disturbances than the outer, cameras which is however not the case.

**Computed Camera Locations**

*Figure 31* Overview of the calculated camera locations for all ten cameras in the experimental setup as determined by the calibration. The z-direction is the normal of the calibration target, the x-direction is horizontal and the y-direction vertical. The half circle approximates the correct camera placement.

Therefore, it would be of interest in future work to further evaluate this and other calibration techniques to find a suitable result. Techniques that sequentially maps each camera to the previous camera in the array by using multiple calibration images visible by both cameras could be of interest [39]. Likewise, using a 3D-calibration target and allowing simultaneous calibration of multiple cameras at all angles [38], could be viable.
CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

The application of ART to solve 2D tomographic reconstruction problems, denoted as a set of linear equations, proved successful in this work. Furthermore, the ability to reconstruct 2D objects of different complexity demonstrated the viability of the employed methods both for acquiring projections of the 2D object and performing the reconstruction. Some expected inaccuracies in the reconstruction results were noticed when the number of projection views of the objects were limited. However, the potential of the technique was clearly shown when ten views were able to quite accurately reconstruct a more complex 200-by-200 pixel flame object.

In the 3D case, the space carving technique were able to accurately acquire the outer-surface of a 3D synthetic flame object at a resolution of 160x160x320 voxels, with even higher resolutions possible. This result proved that the implemented method of utilizing camera matrixes to compute each camera projection image of the 3D object was viable.

The subsequent application of the tomographic technique now expanded to work for 3D objects using 2D projections proved likewise to be successful. Both the shape and internal intensity structure of the imaged synthetic flame object was captured in the reconstruction, with only minor aberrations present. Moreover, the current coding structure puts a limitation on the reconstruction resolution at a maximum of 10x10x20 voxels and future work should focus on the removal of this limit to allow for higher resolutions.

The work towards a laboratory setup to practically apply the tomographic technique was started around ten acA1920-40gm-Basler-ace cameras. This camera model was chosen due to having a superior SNR compared to other models evaluated in this work as well as possessing a high-resolution that could become useful in future work. Ten such cameras were employed in the setup and mapped into a single coordinate system by use of camera calibration. The individual camera calibration results proved satisfactory with a reprojection error of around 0.5 pixels for every individual camera. However, errors in the computed camera locations were present when mapping the cameras together into a single coordinate system, thus providing unsatisfactory results. Improvements upon the camera calibration is therefore of major interest for future continuing work on the experimental setup.
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